Solvent dependence of conformational distribution, molecular geometry, and electronic structure in adenosine.
Solvation dynamics of adenosine in water and chloroform solvents under ambient conditions has been investigated using both force-field molecular dynamics (MD) and first-principles Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) calculations. First, the solvent dependence of the equilibria between anti-syn forms, C((3'))-endo-C((2'))-endo conformations, and carbinol group rotamers has been discussed from MD calculations. We find that in both the solvents the adenosine molecule can remain either in anti or syn conformations. But, the anti-syn interconversion occurs relatively faster in water solvent than in chloroform solvent. Because of the relatively larger time scale for the interconversion, anti and syn conformational states of adenosine are studied separately in water and chloroform solvents using CPMD calculations. The dipole moments calculated from CPMD and MD calculations for adenosine in water are significantly larger than in chloroform solvent. On the basis of the CPMD calculations, the syn form of adenosine in water has a larger dipole moment than the anti form. Moreover, the molecular geometry of anti and syn forms of adenosine in these two solvents is reported. We report a remarkable solvent effect on the geometry of the anti form of the adenosine, which is attributed to differences in the intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen-bonding stabilization. We also report the solvent effect on the frontier Kohn-Sham orbitals and energy gaps for anti-syn conformational states. Finally, we report the solvation shell structure of adenosine in both the solvents, and we find that the solvent-solute interaction is site-specific in the case of water while in chloroform solvent the interaction is globular isotropic in nature.